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THE CONVERGENCE OF SUCCESSIVE 
APPROXIMATIONS FOR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
OF HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS IN THE BANACH SPACE 
VLADIMIR CURIKOVIC, Bratislava 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Some results concerning the uniqueness of solution of boundary value 
problems defined for the equations 
dlu 
T~l 7~7~ = = J\xl • * • •' xm ? u) ? t = Ki -{-... -j- km 
dx\l ... dxk™ 
and the convergence of successive approximations are studied in paper [4J. 
Those results were obtained under the conditions of the uniqueness of the 
Krasnosielski-Krein type by classical methods. 
The purpose of the present paper is to show that more general conditions 
t h a n the above-mentioned conditions guarantee both the existence and 
{uniqueness of boundar}^ value problems given for the equations 
d*u ( 3n + "-+ymu \ 
• f\xi,...,xm,u,..., , . . . ) , yi + ..- + ym<t £)rJtl firykrn \ P/v.71 /y.. 
,and the convergence of successive approximations. Instead of the usual 
method of proving convergence of successive approximations we shall apply 
.certain general theorems concerning mapping defined on some appropriate 
function space in our considerations. These theorems are published in papers 
by M. E d e j s t e i n [2] and by W. A. L u x e m b u r g [3]. 
I I . TWO FIXED-POINT THEOREMS 
An abstract, non-void set A on which a distance function d(x, y) is defined 
<such that for x, y, z e A : 
a) d(x, y) is a non-negative real valued function (0 < d(x, y) < -f- oo), 
defined on the Cartesian product A x A, 
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b) d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y, 
c) d(x, y) = d(y, x), 
d) d(x, y) < d(x, z) + d(z, y), 
e) Every d-Cauchy sequence {xk}k=1 converges to a limit in A, i. e. 
lim d(xjc,xi) = 0 implies the existence of an element xeA such that 
k,l-*<x> 
lim d(xjc, x) = 0 
k^-co 
is called a generalized complete metric space. I t differs from the concept of 
a complete metric space by the fact that not every pair of elements necessarily 
has a finite distance. 
Now we formulate the following theorems: 
Theorem 1. ( L u x e m b u r g [3]). Let A be a generalized complete metric space 
and T a mapping defined on A into itself satisfying the following conditions: 
1°. There exists a constant X, 0 < X < 1, such that 
d(Tx, Ty) < Xd(x, y) 
for all x,y e A with d(x, y) < -f- oo. 
2°. For every sequence of successive approximations xjc = Txk_1, k = 1,2, . . . 
where xo is an arbitrary element of A, there exists an index N(xo) such that 
d(xN, %N+I) < + oo for all I = 1,2, . . . . 
3°. If x and y are two fixed points of T, i. e. Tx = x and Ty = y, then 
d(x, y) < + oo. 
Then the equation Tx = x has one and only one solution in A and every sequence 
of successive approximations {xk}k== x convtrges in the distance d(x, y) to this 
unique solution. 
Theorem 2. ( E d e l s t e i n [2]). Let Abe a complete metric space and T a mapping 
defined on A into itself satisfying the following conditions: 
1°. For all x,y e A, x^- y we have 
d(Tx,Ty)<d(x,y). 
2°. For every sequence of successive approximations x^ = Tx/c-i, k — 1,2..., 
where Xo is an arbitrary element of A, there exists a subsequence which converges 
to a point x e A. 
Then the equation Tx = x has one and only one solution in A and every 
sequence of successive approximations {xk}k = 1 converges in the distance d(x,y) 
to this unique solution. 
III. THE FORMULATION OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
In this section we want to introduce some notations and notions used 
throughout the present paper. 
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1. Denote the set of points X(x\, ..., xm), m > 2 with the coordinates 
0 < Xj < aj, 0 < Xj < dj, ctj > 0 for j = 1, . . . , m by R°, R respectively and 
the set of points Xi(x\, ..., xi-\, 0, Xi+1, ..., xm), 
Xrs(x\, ..., xr-\, 0, xr+\, . . . , xs-\, 0, xs+1, ..., xm) with the coordinates. 
0 < Xj < aj for j 7^ I, j ^ r, s by Ri, Rrs respectively (1 < I, r, s < m; r < s). 
2. Moreover we shall employ the symbol 27(a, f) to denote simplex in the 
a-dimensional Euclidean space E01 with the a + 1 linearly independent vertices 
£0(0, . . . , 0 ) , E\(£, 0, . . . , 0 ) , . . . , Ea-\(£, . . . , £ , 0), Ea(£, . . . , 1 ) , f > 0. Conse-
quently, Z(oc, | ) is the set of points P e Ea such tha t 
P = T0E0 + • • • + TOLEOL, TO + . . . + T« = 1, TI > 0, i = 0, 1, . . . , a. 
If £ 0, then we set E(a, 0) = E0. 
m 
3. Let k\, ..., km be fixed natural numbers (m > 2). Denote n = ^kj. 
Then we may define the sets of indices Al0(y), A\(y) and A\(y) as follows: 
a) AQ(V) for ^ — 0, 1, . . . , n — 1 is the set of elements (y\ ... ym) with the 
integer components y\, ..., ym for which: 
m 
0 < yj <kj, j = I, ..., m and 2 yy = i . 
i=i 
b) Analogically, zl^y) for ^ = 0, 1, . . . , n — m is the set of elements (y\ . . . ym) 
with the integer components y\, ..., ym for which: 
m 
0 < yj < kj — 1, j = I, ..., m and 2 yj = i-
i=i 
c) If kj > 2 for j = 1, . . . , m then A\(y) for i = 0, 1, . . . , n — 2/w is the set 
of elements (y\...ym) with the integer components y\,...,ym for which: 
0 < yj < kj — 2, j = I, . . . , m and 2 yj — * • 
i - i 
Thus for Q — 0, 1, 2 and i = 0, 1, . . . , w — y(O), where i>(O) is an arbitrary 
real-valued function with v(0) = 0, v(l) = m and v(2) = 2m (for instance 
v(o) — r(Q + l)/?t3 2~ -)~3 2l, where K(x) is the Gamma function) we can define 
the above-mentioned sets AlQ(y) as follows: 
m 
dl(y) — {(yi ••.ym):0 <yj <kj — Q, ^yj = i, where kj > F(O + 1) and 
j - i 
yj are integers for j = 1, . . . , m}. 
The union of the sets AQ(y) for i = 0, ] , . . . , w — V(Q) with the fixed o = 0,1,2 
n-v(o) 





Next we shall write briefly v instead of V(Q). 
R e m a r k 1. We shall denote the set of elements (y^.-.yi), in which 
yix, ..., yit are all non-vanishing components of an arbitrary element (y\ ... ym) 
of the set A\(y) by AlQ(y) for i = 1, . . . , n — v and Q = 0, 1, 2. Also we put 
A°Q(y) = {0}. 
The sets AlQ(y) and A
l
e(y) are mutually equivalent. There exists a one-to-one 
mapping tp of the set AlQ(y) onto the set A\ such that 
<p(yi • • • ym) = (yi, •••yij) if yi + • • • + ym > o 
(p(yi • •. ym) = 0 if yi + . •. + ym = 0. 
Two corresponding elements of the mapping <p will be considered equal, i. e. 
(n • • • ym) = (r^ • • • r0 if yi+ ••• + ym<o 
(n • • • y») = ° if n + ••• + 7m = o. 
4. Next, FJ° = IT X {B x . . . X -B} and EQ = R X {B X . . . X £ } , where 
J5 denotes the Banach space with the norm || ||. The number p of the factors 
in the Cartesian product {B X . . . X B} is given by the cardinal number 
n-v n-v 
of the set A6(y), i. e. p = Card [AQ(y)] = £ Card [zJ^(y)] = 2
 C a r d Wv)\ • 
i=o =̂o 
5. Any vector (..., ^...y,,,, •••) with the components uYl...ym e B for all 
(yi •.. ym) e zl^y) will be denoted by U\ for i = 0, 1, . . . , n — v. The number 
of components uVl...Vm of the vector U
l
Q is Card [zTe(y)] = Card [A
l
Q(y)] • 
By means of Remark 1 we can write in uVl%..ym instead of the index yi ...ym 
the index y^.^y^, resp. 0. 
Furthermore, the symbol || U\ ||* for any real number & means the vector 
(•••> II %i...rm H*> •••)
 a n d t h e symbol (U, V) means the scalar product of the 
vectors U and V. 
£)(5l+...+<5m 
If we denote the differential operator — for any non-negative 
8a*...8j% 
in tegers dj, j = I, ..., ra b y Ddlmmm6m = D
8
X\ . . . Dx
m
m, t h e n D
l
Q defines a vec to r 
whose componen ts are formed b y all differential opera to rs Dyi ym of the 
same order i = 0, 1, . . . , n — v, i. e. D^ = (..., Dyi ym, ...), where (yi . . . ym) 
runs through all elements of the set AlQ(y) for any i = 0, 1, . . . , n — v. 
Also ŵ e set Dn = Dki km for any Q = 0, 1, 2. From Remark 1 it follows 
t h a t D°Qu = DQU = u. 
6. Let v(X) be a continuous mapping defined on R into the Banach space B 
and the derivatives Dyi Ymv(X) for (yi ... ym) e AQ(y) be continuous mappings 
of R into B, too. 
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The set of abstract functions v(X) satisfying the above-mentioned properties 
will be denoted by MQ(R). 
Further, let the derivatives D8l 8rl 6r+u6mw(Xr) be continuous mappings 
defined on Rr into the Banach space B for 0 < dj < kj, j , r = 1, . . . , m, j ^ r. 
The set of all such abstract functions w(Xr) will be denoted by N(Rr). 
Now, we may formulate the three following boundary value problems 
(o 0 , 1 ,2 ) : 
(1,) DnQu(X)=f[X,u(X),D\u(X),...,D
n-vu(X)] for X e R° 
(2) [Diru(X)]Xr^ = a^(Xr) for Xr e Rr, ir = 0, 1, . . . , kr - 1, r = 1, . . . , m 
[D^\Xr)]^=[D^\X9)]^ for XrseRrs 
r I?*- s, ir = 0, 1, . . . , kr — 1, j s = 0, 1, . . . , ks — 1; r, s = 1, ...,m, 
where of^X,) e N(Rr) and f(X, U°Q, U], . . . , U
n~v) is a continuous mapping 
defined on EQ into B. 
Under the solution of the problem (lQ), (2) we understand any element 
u(X) e Mo(R) satisfying the conditions (lQ) and (2). 
Hence it follows that the problem (1^), (2) is equivalent to the following 
integro-differential equation: 
(3) u(X) = G(X) + 
+ j dfi,... / f[S,u(S),D\u(S),...,Dn-'u(S)]dlim 
?XJCl,Xl) £(km,Xm) 
in R, where the point S has the coordinates (fi, . . . , £m) and /UJ for j = 1, ...,m 
denotes the Lebesgue measure defined in the Euclidean space Eki. The function 
G(X) is given as follows: 
m  
o(z)=2 2 ^^-iy'1ij^^---D>(x)i,-o...^o, 
j=l ii ij li,...,h 
where 0 < h < kix — 1, . . . , 0 < lj < ktj — 1; (i\, ..., ij) is an arbitrary com-
bination of j numbers from the m natural numbers (1, . . . , m), i\ < . . . < ij. 
By the direct derivation of (3) we get 
W D6l^mu(X) = Dei^3mG(X) + 
+ j dUl... j f[S,u(S),D\u(S),...,D
n-u(S)]dfim 
2(Jki 6i,xi) X(km-6m,xm) 
for X 6 R and (di ... dm) E AQ(d), where we take 
J* F(S)djLtj =F(Si, ...9Sj-l9X},Sj+l9 . . . , f m ) . 
^(.0,xj) 
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In view of (3) we define the sequence {tt_(X)}j_x of successive approxima-
tions of Picard as follows: 
(5) uk(X) = G0(X) + 
+ J d^i ... J / [S, «*_!(__•), D\uk^(S), ..., D^X-i(S')] <-,«-. 
i:(fcj,^l) L(^m,.r.n) 
for #t = 1 ,2 , . . . and arbitrary abstract functions uo(X) e MQ(R), Go(X) e Mo(R) 
such tha t C7o(K) satisfies the conditions (2) and moreover Dkl kmGo(X) 0 
in R°. Hence we have Ujc(X) satisfying the conditions (2) and belonging to 
Mo(R). 
TV. THE CONVERGENCE OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS 
Theorem 3. Suppose for Q = 0, 1, 2: 
i) The transformation f(X, U°, U*, . . , UnQ~
v) ofm + Card [AQ(y)] variables 
maps the set EQ into B and is continuous in all variables. Further, 
f(X, U^, Ug, . . . , UQ~
V) is bounded on EQ in the following sense: 
(6i) \\f(X,Ul,Ul,...,U»-*)\ <A'_ 





J djui ... J* o)(S)dfAm < K2 . 
_C(_»,ai) ___(_>,am) 
ii) In the domain K° 
(7) \f(X,U°e,U\,...,U«-')-f(X,V°e,Vl,...,Vy) < 
< L& ... x^f(P\, || U], - V\ ||), L > 0, 
i=0 
m 
where P\ = (..., pn^m f l {xflL^^y
1^}, ...) for (yi... ym) e A\(y) and 
i = 0, 1, . . . . n — v (the number of the components of the vector PlQ equals 
Card [__!*(/)]). The factors pyi_Vm are positive constants and the function h(x) 
is defined as 
f 1 if x = 0 
h{x) = \o if *^o. 
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iii) InE°t 




whete Q ; - ) . . . , qyi ym [x\
l ... a*"]", • • •) for (yi - - - Ym) e A\(y) denotes the vector 
with the Card [.4*(y)] components for i = 0, 1, ..., n — v and 0 < a < 1, 
PJ < oc for j = 1, ...,m. The coefficients qyi...rm are non-negative constants one 
of which at least is non-vanishing. 
iiii) The constants L, pYlmmmYm, a, /fy satisfy the following relations: 
m 
(0) |/Z~(1 - a) < *,(1 - ft) - (&, - 1)(1 - a) 
m 
(i°) ( 2 ^wJl/I^1 - a ) < Mi - ft) - (** - i)(i - «) 
/Or j 1, ...,m. Then there exists one and only one solution u(X) from the 
class MQ(R) of the boundary value problem (1Q), (2) and furthermore the Picard 
sequence of successive approximations {uk(X)Y£=1 defined by (5) for any function 
uo(X) G MQ(R) converges uniformly in R in the norm of B to this unique solution, 
i. e. lim || Uk(X) — u(X) || = 0 uniformly in R. 
k-+oo 
Proof . To prove this statement we shall use Theorem 1 on the contractive 
mapping. For this purpose we have to construct an appropriate generalized 
complete metric space A and a mapping T from A into itself, and to show 
tha t the conditions 1°, 2°, 3° of Theorem 1 are really satisfied. 
In view of the definition of the solution of the problem (1^), (2) and of (7) 
a natural choice for A is the space AQ with the support 3IQ(R) and with the 
distance function defined on AQ X AQ: 
n-v 
(Ï 2(P; ,I |D>(Z)-D^(X) | | ) 
(11) dQ(u, v) = sup 
i=0 
УL+fci-l „gøУL+km-l 
. . . .c ł И •*-l 
for Q 0, 1, 2, consequently AQ = [MQ(R), dQ~\. The number gQ is taken such 
m 
that gQ > \,gQ ]/L > 1 and 
m 
2 Pn...ym <9o< [ 1 / V
L W ( 1 - &.)/(l - a)] - (kj - 1)} 
AS(Y) 
for j 1, ...,m, which is possible since we always have (9) and (10). Clearly 
this function dQ(u, v) satisfies the requirements a), b), c), d) for a metric give 
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in section I I . We have to show that the condition e) is also satisfied for dQ(u, t)f 
i. e. that the space AQ is complete. To this end we apply the following obvious 
inequality: 
n-y 
(12) max 2 (Sle, || D\u(X) - D\v{X) \\) < de(u, v), 
R i=0 
where S\ = (..., syi _ym, ...) for (y\ ... ym) E A
l
Q(y) is a vector with the 
constant coordinates syi_ym depending on gQ, L, a3-, kj, pyu ym for j — 
= l,...,m. From (12) it follows that ^-convergence of the sequence 
{uk(X)}%=1 of elements uk(X) from 3IQ(R) implies the convergence of the 
sequence of derivatives {Dyi ymuk(X)}™=1 for all y\ ... ymE AQ(y) and Q 
= 0, 1, 2 in the metric 
(13) d(u, v) = max || u(X) - v(X) \\ 
R 
and 
(14) 2(u, v) = sup || u(X) - v(X) i| . 
R 
Let the above-mentioned sequence {uk(X)}% j be a ^-Cauchy sequence, i. e. 
(15) lim dQ(uk, ui) = 0. 
k,l->ao 
Hence, with respect to (12), to every e > 0 and (y\ ... ym) E dQ(y) there exibts 
a number N\(e, y\, ..., ym) such that 
(16) II Dyu„yuk(X) - Dyu„yuk+s(X) | < e 
for k > N\ and s = 1, 2, . . . in R. 
Since Dyi ymuk(X) is from B for each X e R there exists a function 
TVyi ym(K) with the range of definition R and with the range of the function 
from B such that lim || Dyuymuk(X) — Wyi...ym(K) || = 0 in the every point 
k-+co 
X e R. Using (16) we get 
|| Dyu„ymuk(X) - Wyu„ym(X) || - || Dyu„yuk+s(X) - IVyi...ym(X) \<e. 
Then, if s tends to infinity || Dyi_ymuk(X) - TVyi_ym(X) || < e for k > N\ and 
XER. There exists a function u(X) E MQ(R) such that lim d(Dyu ymuk, 
k->ao 
DY1...Vmu) = 0 for any (y\ ... ym) E AQ(y). 
Analogically, the equality (15) ensures the existence of a continuous 
function Zyuym(X) on R° with the range of the function from B and such 
that the sequence { — m ^ Dyi ymuk(X)} tends to Z 
^gg^T+ki 1 „geMT+km 1 




by the metric (14) for (71 ... ym) e AQ(y). Hence we may claim that 
gв]ІL + ki-l 
D uk[X) -
...xl }
] / L + k m - l 
ry\ rүYl rү.Уm 
Гyi...ym ^ l • • • лm 
-Zyi...ym(X) < 
< єag{ e 1/L+ki-l nge 1/L+km-l/n пУ^ пУт 
/Pyi...y»n 1 * ' • "'ОТ ..az 
in the domain E° for all k > N2(s, y_, ..., ym). If we denote No(e, yi, 
max (Nj, N2), then by the inequality 
m m I 
xge ]/L + ki-l xg0]/L + km-l 
DV1 v u(X) - —
 L 1 : - ^ Zvy v (X) < 
n'"ym v ; „ r y i ~ym yi~.ym\ 9 — 
Pyi...ym
 x l ' * • X O T 
m 
y m ) •= 
< Д, «*(*) 
„gg ]/L + ki-1 ^ge ]/L + km-l 
x l • • • л m 
zү\ ґyУl ґyъYm 
Pyi.-Уm x l ' • * x m 
Zn...Уm(X) + 
f ...ym 
+ II DYU_.Ymuk(X) - Dnmrmu(X) || 
for k > No, we conclude that 
m ™> 
ZYl...rm(X) = pYl...Ym I T ' ? • "
 V i "*'+1 I>r,..v^(^) 
i 1 
for 71 ... yo e Jg(y) and X e R°, proving e/. 
The natural choice for the mapping T is the following operator: 
(17) Tev(X) = G0(X) + 
+ J djMi... J* / [£ , D>(~),D^(~), . . . , Dne'v(E)]df,m 
Z(kl,Xl) Z(km,Xm) 
for o — 0, 1, 2, which is easily seen to be a mapping of ^4P into itself. Further-
more, for GQ(X) = G(X) the solution of the boundary value problem (lQ), (2) 
in its equivalent form (3) corresponds to the fixed point of TQ on the set 
MQ(E) and conversely. 
In this case, the sequence of Picard approximations {uk(X)}^_x and the 
sequence of iterations {TtyoiX)}^ = {T^jc-^X)}^ for any u0(X) e MQ(E) 
are mutually equivalent. 
Proof of condition 1°. Let u(X), v(X) be two arbitrary elements of AQ 
with dQ(u, v) < -foo. Then by (17) and by the hypothesis (7) we obtain: 
|| D8l^TQu(X) - D6l^6TQv(X) || < 
< J tyi . . . j {\\f[E, D°Qu(E), D\u(E), ..., D-~
vu(E)] -
Z(kl 6X,Xl) Z(km-6m,Xm) 
41 
-f[(S), D°ev(S), DІv(S), ...,D^v(S)] ||} åЏm < 'Q"\-~n —Q"\~n •••> —g 
n-v 
Z(Pl,\ DQu(E) - DQv(S) ) 
<L f d^i... J — djum< 
Z{kl-6ltXl) Z(km-dm,%m) f i
1 • • • 1 ^ 
w m 
<rfe(«,V)L J d/,1... f I f
1 " . . . ^ " . ! ^ -
-T(fci-<5i3.ri) T(/;m-*<5m,^«) 
= dQ(u, v)LY\{xf




kj-di 1 m 
[7 (ft y^ + i) if * < ̂  - 1 
.=0 
1 if dj = kj 
for j = 1, ...,m. Hence we conclude easily that 
dg(TgU, TgV) < MQ(U, V) 
with X = ( 2 Vdi dm)l(/Q> which ends the proof of 1°. 
AM 
The proof of condition 2° will be divided into two parts. First of all we 
prove the condition 2° in the case (6i). Let uk(X) = Tguk-i(X), k — 1, 2, ..., 
where UQ(X) is an arbitrary element from AQ, Q = 0, V 2. From (6i) we find 
out that 
(18) a* .. . a £ || - V A ^ X ) - 2)fc„Al«j(X) || < 2Kxx
l- ... a £ 
for ((5i . . . <5m) e Ae(d) and X e it*. Next, it follows by (18) and (8) that 
41 • • • <m II Dd^dmu3(X) - Ddu_Mu2(X) || < a* . . . a £ X 
X J d,«i... J 2( Q ^l l D >2(-?) - ->>i (^) l a ) I I^ 1 . . . ^ W m d^ m < 
r(£i-<5i,a;i) Z{km-dm,xm) i=0 
< (2KxY ( 2 ft, J 4l[(a-*)+11 • • • a£««-A->+-l . 
By induction with respect to k we get: 
af ... x6- || Z),. dm«*+3(X) - DSl^muk+2(X) | < 
< (2Ki)a&+i ( 2 ?* 6m)
i+x+'"+*k n ^[(a-^)(i+a+-+afc)+i] 
42 
for all ((5i ...Sm)eAe(d), k = 0, 1, . . . in the domain R°. Thus 
(19) 2 (pi> II ->J«t+s(A') - Dluk+2(X) ||) < ( 2 / d r
1 ( 2 ^ . . A , ) 1 ^ " - * 1 X 
i 0 ^e(<5) 
x 2 (P«I *» n [L^-'5^]-1^} n xf(a-A)a+a+-+afc)+i]. 
m 
The fact that gre }/_ + k,- — 1 < k;(l — ft)/(l — a) for j = 1, . . . , m ensures 
the existence of the number N(gQ) such tha t the inequality 
*>[(<* - ft)(l + a + . . . + a*) + 1] = ky[(l - ft)(l + a + . . . + a*) + a*+i] 
m 
W - ^+1)(i - A)/(i - «)] + **+1} >gQ]/L + kj-i 
holds for all k > N(gQ). This shows in particular tha t dQ(ujc+i,Uk) < + c o 
for k > N(gQ) + 2. 
Finally, condition 2° follows from the property d) of the metric (11). 
Now let us investigate the validity of 2° in the case (62), Q — 1, 2. From 
the assumption (62) and by 
J* d/ j i . . . J co(£r)d/*m < J d//i . . . | co(_ )d//OT < K2 
2(Q,XI) Z{Q,Xm) Z(Q,ai) Z(Q,am) 
A\e have 
(20) 4 • • • a£ II -\...«-«(*) - - V A . » ( * ) < 
< 2 a * . . . a & J d / i ! . . . f co(S)d//TO< 
< 2i;2x*-^. . . s*--7(fci - <5i - e ) ! . . . (&m - 3„ - e ) ! < 2 .£ aa*-«.. . a*"* 
for any «(X), v(Z) e -4 e , (<5i . . . <5m) e de(<5) and XeR.By means of (8) and (20) 
4 • • • «% II D^MX) - D6i dmu2(X) || < (22sT2)« [ 2 ft... J X 
J,<<1) 
r(ti-«i,a;i) *(*-»-«„..&») 
< (2„2)«[ ^ fe...*J n {[*;(« ~ M + 6(1 - a)]"
1 ^ j (a" f t )+^-ea} 
--.(A) J - l 
as (k; — o)a — ftk,- = kj(oc — ft) - - o a > _ i for j = 1, . . . , w. Subsequently 
we can show that 
(21) a* . . . ^ || A , . ^ t + 8 ( X ) - Z) , , . . , A + 2 (X) || < 
m 
< (2K2f'
1 { 2 &,..*„, IT [Hoc - ft) + e(l - a)]-i}i+-+...+-* _ . . . X 
Mô) j=i 
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X F T t r^
( a " / 9 j ) ( 1 + a + - + a * ) + ^" e a * + 1 
in R° since kj(oc — ft)(l + a + . . . + a*) — o a ^ 1 > &,(* — ft) — ooc > — 1 for 
j = 1, . . . , m and fc = 0, 1, . . . . The fact that 
W - ft)(l + a + . . . + a*) + 1] - oa^+i = kj[(l - a*+i)(l - ft)/(l - a)] + 
+ (kj - O)a*+1 
finishes the proof of condition 2° under the assumption (62), too. 
Proof of 3°. Assume that both u(X), v(X) e AQ are fixed points of TQr 
i. e. u = TQu and v = TQv. Using the procedure just presented in the proof 
of condition 2° we obtain the estimates (18), (19) or (20), (21) respectively for 
the difference x^1 ... x6™ \\ D6l 8mu(X) — D8l 6mv(X) || and from that we obtain 
easily dQ(u, v) < + 0 0 . 
After these verifications of conditions 1°, 2° and 3° of Theorem 1 the con-
clusion of Theorem 3 follows immediately from Theorem 1. 
Before formulating the following Theorem 4 let us define a new metric 
space. 
Let TQ be the operator defined by (17) for g = 0, 1, 2 and TQMQ(R) be the 
image of MQ(R) under the mapping TQ, i. e. TQMQ(R) = {u(X) = TQv(X): v(X) e 
G MQ(R)}. In general, the metric space [TQMQ(R), d*] with the distance function 
defined on TQMQ(R) x TQMQ(R) by: 
(22) d*(u, v) = max £ (|J, || D\u(X) - D\v[X) ||) , 
R i=0 
where /* = (1, . . . , 1) is a unit vector with the Card [zl*(y)] coordinates for 
i = 0, 1, . . . , n — v need not be a complete metric space. Then, there exists 
its completion in the sense of the metric d*, which will be denoted bv 
[2I*(R),d*]. 
From the above definition of [M*(R), d*] we get the following statements. 
R e m a r k 1. If the sequence {ujc(X)}k:=1 of functions ujc(X) e M*(R) con-
verges in the distance (22) to u(X), then {Dyi ymuk(X)}k=1 converges in (13) 
to the function Dyi ymu(X) for (y± ... ym) e AQ(y) and thus u(X) e 21Q(R) 
R e m a r k 2. From Remark 1 we have M*(R) c MQ(R). 
R e m a r k 3. If Vk(X) is from M*(R) for all k = 1, 2, . . . and the sequence 
{-^Yi..-Ymvk(^)}k-i converges by the metric (13) to a continuous^ function 
for all (yi ...ym) G AQ(y) such that lim d(vk, v) = 0, then Urn d*(vjc, v) 0 
k-*ao &-+00 
and v(X) e M*(R). 
Theorem 4. Assume for 0 = 0, L: 
i) The continuous operator f(X, U°, U1 , . . . , U^'v) maps EQ into B and 
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, l%") II < Aa?*1 • • • Xm°em, A>0 
9eS > 0 for Q = 0, 1 
— 1 < kjge}< 0 for Q=\ 
(24) | | / ( Z , U » ) U e
1 , - - , U r ) - / ( X V e ° ! V e
1 , . . . J V n i < 
<x/-...*,;**""SVM,II ui- vin q>i, 
uhere F^ (..., / y i . . . y,>f • • • **]*> • • •), (n • • • 7 m) e ^*
 i 5 a ^ c * o r ^ % ^ e 
Card [Jj(y)] components. The factors fyiym are positive constants. 
iii) TAe real numbers A,gQj,
rjJyi...Ym
 a™d q are connected by the following 
relations: 
(9QJ + l)a ~~ Ti = ae1> J = 1 ' * * •' m 
(23) l / ( * . u°t, чx> 












min (Åэдtø + 1 ) if gQj>0, j = 1, ..., m 
| j l,...,m 
m 
П (^JЯQJ + 1 ) # — X < kjffaJ < °> j = 1, - . . , w . 
,i-i 
7%e/i there exists one and only one solution u(X) from the class M*(R) of the 
boundary value problem (\Q), (2) and moreover the Picard sequence of successive 
approximations {uk(X)}%=1 defined by (5) for any function uo(X) e MQ(R) 
converges uniformly in R by the norm defined in B to this unique solution, i.e. 
lim | uk(X) — u(X) || = 0 uniformly in R. 
&-i*00 
Proof . The proof of this result will be carried out in the same way as that 
of Theorem 3. Here we choose the space A* = [31*(R), dQ] for A, where the 
distance function dQ(u, v) is defined by: 
2(ňiA\DÍu(X)-DÍv(X)\) 
(25) dQ(u, v) = sup 
ѓ - 0 
~Ыffвi+l) rJcm{gem+l) 
лл . . . & 
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on A* X A*. I t is easy to see that (25) fulfils the requirements a), b), c) and d) 
for a metric considered in the section I I . In view of the assumption (23i) and 
(232) Ave get immediately 
n-v _ 
(26) max £ # , II D[\u(X) - D[\v(X) \\)<de(u,v), 
R i-0 
where Sle — (...,syiym, ...) denotes a vector with the Card [^*(y)] coordi-
nates syimmtYm depending on kj, gQj, aj,fyi ym. Hence it follows tha t ^ -con-
vergence of a sequence {uk(X)}k=1 of elements ujc(X) from A* implies the 
convergence of the sequence {Dyi ymuk(X)}k=^ in the sense of metric (13) 
for every (yi...ym) AQ(y). Let {uk(X)}k x be a ^-Cauchy sequence of 
elements from A*, i .e . lim dQ(ujc,ui) = 0. To prove that the space A* is 
k,l->oo 
complete it is sufficient to show that there exists an element u(X) e M*(M) 
satisfying the condition 
l i m ^ ^ X ) , Dn^u(X)] = 0 
&->oo 
for (yi ... ym) e AQ(y). Then following the same procedure as in the previous 
theorem we obtain the desired equality: \im dQ(ujc,u) = 0. The existence of 
k-*oo 
the above-mentioned element u(X) is guaranteed by (26) and by Remark 3. 
We choose the same mapping TQ as defined by (17) for O = 0, 1. Then the 
Picard sequence {ujc(X)}k=1 by (5) is equivalent to the sequence of iterations 
{TlMXfiti and {TeU^X^Zr for any «o(X) e M*{R). 
Proof of condition 1°. Let u(X), v(X) be arbitrary elements of A*. Then 
there exist sequences {ujc(X)}k=1, {vk(X)}k=1 of elements ujc(X), vk(X) from 
TQMQ(R) such that lim d*(uk, u) = lim d*(vk, v) = 0. By 
&-»oo k^-oo 
A • • • 4? II IV.A, « (* ) - - V A . v(X) || < a* . . . a&[ | Ddl^suk(X) -
- Ddl^u(X) || + || ^ , . , A ( I ) - Ddl^mvk(X) || + 
+ \\D6l^avk(X)-Ddl^mv(X)\\] 
and by (23), using Remark 1 we obtain the following estimate: 
a* ...xs- || D^du(X) - Ddi^mv(X) \\ < 
< a* . . . xd- lim || Da^Auk(X) - DSl^Smvk(X) \\ < a* ... a £ 
&->oo 
X l i m f d / i i . . . f [\\f(E,Daeuk,D)uk,...,Dyuk) + 
k-*OD Z(kl-6l,Xi) Z{km-dm,Xm) 
m 
+ \f(E, D%, D]vk,...,D»




f kj-d} n (%^ + *) i f ^ --S h—i 
] if fy = k/ 
and itk(X), Vk(X) are originals corresponding to the images Uk(X), Vk(X) 
under the mapping TQ. 
Thus in both cases o —- 0, 1 we have 
(27) x{ ... xs,; Ddl...du(X) - Ddl^mv{X) | < [2AIC(g)-j fT ^
l(e"+1) • 
If de(u, v) < + o o , then from (24) and (27) we conclude 
4 . . . aft | D6l^TQu{X) - Ddl^dTev(X) \\ < a * . . . a& x 
X dџi 
nf(Fi„,\\DÍu{5)-Dlv(S)m 
i 0 -. 
d//m < 
Z(ll \xi) Z(km-dm,Xm) * - ' " ?m 
<a*...a%[2AC-Hg)]*-> X 
n-v m 
j <!.«!... J { ^ ( l i . l l D ^ - D ^ I D / n ^ ^ X 
.T(X,i (5i,m) .r(*m-tfm,.rm) i-0 j = l 
Mi 
x n f f (flrej+i)(*_i) rj ^ + i ] } d//m < 
j i 
< (2^4)*-i[C%)] H>(^, v)x\l{g^1) ... x^m+1) 
in the domain R° and for all (d± ... dm) e AQ(d). Hence and by the definition 
of dQ the inequality dQ(TQu, TQv) < XdQ(u, v) follows, where 
X - (2.4)«-i [Cfo)]-* 2 A...*- < !> moving 1°. 
4(<5) 
The proofs of conditions 2° and 3° are trivial in this case, as the required 
estimates are already given by (27). 
Consequently, we have proved that the sequence of iterations {T^u^X)}^ 
for any element Uo(X) e M*(R) converges uniformly on R in the norm defined 
in B to the unique solution u(X) of the problem (lQ), (2) from the class M*(R). 
For any function u0(X) e MQ(R) there exists an element uo(X) from TQMQ(R) 
such that Uo TQuo, whence it follows that also the sequence {T
kuo(X)}^1 
converges uniformly in R to u(X). This proves our Theorem 4. 
R e m a r k 4. I t follows from (23) that the operator f(X, Ug, Uj, . . . , U£ x) 
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is bounded in Fo- In the following theorem we show that the requirement 
of boundedness is not necessary. 
Theorem 5. If (for o = 0) 
i) f(X, UQ, Uj, . . . , UQ - 1) is a continuous mapping defined on Ko into the 
Banach space B, 
ii) in the domain K0 
| | / (X, UJ, UJ, . . . , Ul1) || < A(X)x\^ ... x%>">, - 1 < k0, < 0, j = 1, . . . , m, 
(28) 
where the real-valued function A(X) is continuous on R° and satisfies the ine-
quality 
A(X) <Aof{ x]™1***-^, Ao > 0, ( n . . . y m ) e zl0(y) 
i=i 
v̂̂ l/̂  lfte function h(x) of the one variable x determined by 
( 1 if x = 0 
^ ) = > </ ^ 0 
hi) further, inE^ 
\\f(X, U°0, Ul, ..., U^
1) - / ( Z , V°, V j , . . . , VI1) < 
< [C(X)lxk^ ... a**-] LI (H*, || US — Vo I!9), ? > -, 
1=0 
m 
wtWe //* = (...,hyi Vm {J~[ x?
[ff>m-Vi)+1]}9, ...) denotes the vector with the Card j~1 
[zd0(y)] components and hyiym are positive constants for (yi ... ym) e Ao(y). The 
real-valued function C(X) is continuous on R° and 
m 
C(X) < Co 1 ] xim'm w \ Co > 0 
j i 
for every (yi ... ym) e A0(y), 
iiii) the constants Ao, Co, go, ^j, q and h Ym are connected by 
(to + 1)<1 — rt — Qu i = 1, • • •, m 
m 
{(2A0)« v t n (**» + W
0* 2 K..Y. < 1 > 
j 1 Ao(y) 
then there exists one and only one solutioii u(X) from the class 21Q(R) of the 
boundary value problem (lo), (2) and furthermore the Picard sequence of successive 
approximations {u^X)}^ by (5) for an arbitrary function u0(X) e 2Io(R) 
converges uniformly in R in the sense of the norm defined in B to this xmique 
solution, i. e. lim || Uk(X) — u(X) \\ = 0 uniformly in R. 
&-»oo 
Proof . We shall apply again the result of Theorem 1 to prove the statement 
of Theorem 5. Since this proof is similar to that of Theorem 4 in the essential 
features, we shall indicate it only. 
Here we choose the space A* = [M*(R), do] with the distance function d0 
defines on A* X A* : 
— г-0 




R xMffl+l) ^ xkm(gm+l) 
and the mapping To defined by (17) for Q 0. The space ^4* is complete. 
Let u(X), v(X) be arbitrary functions of ^4* with do(u, v) < + oo, then 
m 
(31) I ] af***-**11 II D6l^mu(X) - D6^Smv(X) || < 
3=1 
< 2 TT xd.i[9iHki 6})+1] x 
3-1 
x f tyi... f A(Z)^...^^m< 
Z(kl-6i,Xl) Z(km *6m,Xm) 
m 
< 2A0 t n (kgj + i ) ] "
1 4 l ( g i + 1 ) • • • xkml(9m+1) 
3 1 
for XeR and (d± ... dm) e Ao(d). Hence and by (29) we get the required 
estimate 
m 
I ! xfgim d3)+1] II D6l^T0u(X) - D6l 6Tov(X) || < 
3 1 
m 
< (2Ao)^-1[U (kj9j + 1)]-^C7 0 ^
1 + 1 ) . . . ^ w + 1 ) 
3 1 
and so we may claim that do(T0u, T0v) < Xdo(u, v), where 0 < X < 1. 
The necessary estimates for the proof of conditions 2°, 3° are given in (31), 
proving this theorem. 
In the following theorem we shall employ an extension of the classical 
condition of the uniqueness due to Nagumo to prove both the uniqueness 
and the existence of the solution of the problem (1^), (2) (Q = 1,2) and the 
convergence of Picard successive approximations. 
We shall use for the considerations the complete metric space [31*(R), d*]9 
which is a completion of the space [TQMQ(R), d*] for Q = 1,2 in the sense 
of the distance d* given by (22). (See Remarks 1, 2 and 3 in this section.) 
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Theorem 6. For o = 1, 2 let f(X, U°, U], . . . , \JQ
%~V be a continuous mapping 
defined on EQ into B and satisfying the following conditions 
(32) || f(X, U«,U\,..., Ue""') || < K in Ee 
(33) || f(X, Ul,U\,..., U«") - f(X, V°, V], ..., VJ") || < 
n-v 
1-fci ^ l - f o 
Ьл . . . Љyn I lҢ(X), IIЩ - v* 
i=0 
in the domain E°Q, where P
l
Q(X) = (..., pyu ^ a*
1 . . . < m , . . . ) , (yi ... yfl) 
e AlQ(y) denotes the vector with the Card /^(y)] components. The factors p Ym 
are non-negative constants one of which at least is non-vanishing, such that 
«i ... «w 2 P?i...vm --̂  1* Then there exists one and only one solution u(X) 
MY) 
from the class M*(R) of the boundary value problem (lQ), (2) O = 1, 2 and further-
more the Picard sequence of successive approximations {uk(X)}k^ defined by (5) 
for any function Uo(X) e MQ(R) converges uniformly on R in the norm defined 
in B to this unique solution, i. e. lim || uk(X) — u(X) || = 0 uniformly in R. 
Proof . Now we shall apply the result of Theorem 2 to prove Theorem 6. 
To do this, we may choose the space A * = [M*(R), a**] metrized by 
J,[PÍ(X), \\DÍu(X)-DÍv(X) 
(34) d*(u, v) = s u p ^ — — 
M JLY . . . Xm 
as the space in the meaning A and the mapping TQ in the meaning T 
(TQA* c A*). Notice that by (17) and (32) we get for X e R 
|| D6l^du(X) - Ddl^6mv(X) || < || D8l^muk(X) - D6l^6u(X) \ + 
+ | Ddi^duk(X) - Ddl^6mvk(X) || + || Ddl^mvk(X) - D6l^6mv(X) \ < 
<2Kxk1
1-dl...xk^-dm 
for (d1...dm)eAQ(d) and any u(X), v(X) e M*(R) and uk(X), vk(X) from 
TQMQ(R) sucl 
(34) we have 
Q ' 
h that lim d*(uk, u) = lim d*(vk, v) = 0. Hence by means of 
&-»-oo fc-*oo 
d*(u, v) < 2K ai . . . am ^ Pyi...ym < + cc. 
Mr) 
The completeness of ^4* would be proved by the same procedure as in Theorem 4 
and therefore we omit it. 
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Proof of 1 . Let u(X), v(X) be two distinct elements from A* and 
2 [H(X), || Diu(X) - Dlv(X) ||] 




From the inequality 
Buv(X)<2Kx1...xm^pyi^m 
MY) 
it is obvious that lim BUV(X) = 0 for Y GR — 22°. Then, the function Buv(X) 
R 3X-*Y 
is continuous in R for any u,veM*(R). There exists a point Z = (z1, ..., zm)e 
e R in which the function BUV(X) attains its maximum, i. e. BUV(Z) = d*(u, v). 
Consider the following estimate: 
(35) 2 tPj(X), || Dj2>(X) - D J I X X ) ||] < 2 {P r,..,„< - C X 
» 0 J„(y) 
d^гi . . . 
EЦ-l Уl,Xl) T,(km-ym,Xm) 
2[P l 9 (5), | | D > ( Я ) - D ^ ) | | ] 
i-0 





By the definition of d* we obtain d*(TQu, TQv) < d*(u, v). We have to prove 
that the equality cannot occur in (35), i. e. we must have d*(TQu, TQv) < 
< d*(u, v). Assume the contrary, then there exists a point Z = (zi, ..., zm) 
from R such that 
2 [ p > ) , ||D>(z)-D;^)||] 
dQ(u, v) = 
„tCy — ì. ^yfCm — l 
Ьл . . . ^ ł w 
2 [PftŽ), || DÍTeu(Ž) - D\Tev(Z) | | ] 
zfci-1 .. 2 fcm-1 
= d*(TQu, TQv) 
I t follows from (17) and (33) 
dt(u, v) = d*(TQu, TQv) < Й




2 [!*(-), II Ð*«(_) - D<»(_ľ) | ] 
Ä _ - l J _ „ m 1 j _ Ä l - l £, 
£l --- ç. 
d/Lin l d//i . . . 
_-(A_-yi,?l) .2:(*m-y»7i,Zm) 
< €?*(__, v), 
which is the desired contradiction. 
Proof of 2°. Let u0(X) be an arbitrary element of M*(B). Let us consider 
the family of iterates {TkQu0(X)}™=1 = {TQuk i(X)}™__. From (17) and from 
the hypothesis (32) 
II D^jJT^X) - Ddl^TQuk( Y) || < || D6x^Go(X) - D6_^G0( Y) + 
m 
+ H2 S d//i • • • S d^-x x 
j-l _-(fci-__,y_) E{k} i-6} i,y}-i) 
X} qpi q>k} 6 - l 
X { S d(pi S dcpz ... S d ^ } x 
vi b o 
| d^+i . . . f /(_?, uic i , Djttjb_i, • • •, DQ~
vuk i) d//m < 
S ( „ i + 1 dj+i,Xj+l) X(km-dm,Xm) 
<\\D6l^mGo(X)-D6l^mGo(Y)\\ + 
a)1 6]~x m a\l dl 
+ K _> \Xj - W| -—-—— n 
\5 i (fy — (5; — 1)! i-i (h — di)\ 
1*5 and 
akrd} 
II - V A , - - « * ( - - ) || < max || D6i^mG0(X) \\ + K TT —-* 
XeR j 1 (fCj — Oj)l 
for X, Y e B and for every (di ... dm) e z1_»(<5), k -= 0, 1, . . . . The above inequali-
ties guarantee the equicontinuity and uniform boundedness of the sequence 
iterates . As a consequence of the generalized Ascoli theorem we are able to 
choose successively a subsequence {Tkauo (X)}™=1, which converges to ip(X) 
in the metric (13) together with the corresponding sequence of derivatives 
{Dd^6T
k
Q»uo(X)}^_ such that lim d_DdiwdT^uo(X)9 D6^6mW(X)] 0 for 
(di ... dm) e AQ(S)i whence it follows that the function tp(X) is from M*Q(B). 
We must show that the sequence {Tkauo(X)}_] _ tends to ip(X) also in the 
distance given by (34). 
Notice that for s > 0 there exists (on account of the continuity BUV(X) in B) 
S > 0 such that for all co we have 
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n-v 
2 [Pix), || Djr*-«0(Z) - DfyiX) ||] 
i 0 
S U P i^i—v~i < e> 
m 
where 0 — U Oj and Oj = {K : X e R° and 0 < xj < d}. Since the sequence 
3 1 
{T*auo(X)}ҷ 1 converges to ip(X) in the metric (22), we may choose a positive-
integer N(d) such that for to > N(d) 
sup ( 2 [Ң(X), || DX-MX) - D > ( ^ ) II]} < eåř 
R -0 г-0 
$Jc1+...+lcm-m 
A^h ii ^g- 1 e "in-"-/ ~
 M e V \ - - ; i u / ^ - °' 
Hence we obtain 
, 2 [Pl(X), || D r̂*-«o(Z) - D > ( X ) in 
d*(TkwUo, tp) < max I sup 
г=0 
/yЛi - 1 л.ftm - 1 
• l̂ • • • ^-m 
2 [PftX), I  D^> 0 (X) - Dfr(X) ||K 
i 0 
S U P * -1 * -l < 8 
R-0 X^1 ... X1™ J 
for all co > N(d), i. e. lim ^ ( T ^ w o , ip) = 0, which ends the proof of Theorem C 
co-»oo 
R e m a r k 5. Theorem 6 was proved specially for the problem (1^), (2) 
if o 1,2 and besides we have supposed that a\...an 2 PVl Vm < I-
-4.(y) 
However, in case we confine ourselves to the proof of existence and uniqueness 
only, we may omit the above-mentioned restriction for the domain R a n d 
formulate the following theorem for the problem (li), (2). 
Theorem 7. // the continuous mapping f(X, U®, U\, ..., U\ m), defined on Ki 
into B satisfied the condition (32) from Theorem § for g = 1, the condition 
f(x, uiu\,..., u»-m) - KX, rx,v\,..., vm II < 
n m 
<x^...xm
k-2 fii(X), | |Ui-V<||] 
i-0 
in Ki, where P\ is the vector given in Theorem 6 and moreover ^ Pyi...Ym ^ * -
MY) 
Then there exists one and only one solution of the problem (l±), (2) from the class 
J/i(-B). 
The proof of the existence is similar to that of Theorem 2 from paper [o], 
where the Shauder principle of the fixed point is used. The uniqueness can be 
proved by the classical method applied for ordinary differential equations. 
(See [1].) 
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Theorem 8. If the continuous mapping f(X, U°, U\, ..., U^x) defined on E0 
into B, satisfies the condition 
| f(X, U°0, UJ, ..., US'
1) ~f(X, v0°, vl..., V»-i) < 
W 1 
< xj*1... xj- 2 [P0(Z), || Щ - V* 
г=0 
in E°0 and moreover £ V7l...Vm < 1. -7%en lAe ^robfcm (10), (2) Aa* «l most one 
^o(y) 
solution from the class MQ(B). 
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